TRAVELS 3. I told them I was moving. / My expression was smug. 4. Nothing here really mattered anymore. / Bridges were meant to be burned. 5. The first months passed quickly, then nothing happened. 6. The days were empty.
7. I hung out at memorials and wondered if I could be useful somewhere (what was the use?) 8. At galleries I met new people. 9. I always said hi but didn’t get any further with them. 10. I had lost my authenticity. 11. I could be
ice fishing or working at a supermarket.

12. Back home we would gather in the only bar around. 13. You could get drunk and head back by foot. 14. It didn’t matter if you fell down on the way. 15. There was neither crime nor traffic. 16. At worst you could get beaten up
for having an effeminate body language. 17. I thought about going back but I could already see myself through their eyes, awkward. 18. On their faces I’d see the question: ”Who do you think you are?” 19. And I wouldn’t know
what to say. 20. Back in my dusty room I left my suitcase open and unpacked on the floor. 21. I’d let it rest there while I figured out my next move. 22. The sun was shining but by the time I went outside it had gone dim.

5. <Bing Bong> 11. Alice 12. We have to talk. 13. No, no, wait. 14. There is stearine on table. It will ruin the dinner. 21. Alice... 22. OH NO 23. There is stearine on table
AGAIN 24. This candlestick should have been fixed long time ago. 25. Why nobody fixed it. Nobody do nothing anymore. 26. Forget that damn candlestick and listen
to me. 28. This isn’t easy for me either... 29. ... but on this situation I can’t... 31. <BOING> 34. Edgar 35. I have to tell you something too. 36. I can not... 38. ... love
anybody... 39. ... but you.

The copying of your CV went well. The paper is shining white, text is black and sharp and the wrinkles of the original have disappeared. / I’m looking for a folder. / Throw 40 or more. / You can’t find a folder, but you notice
something peculiar on the table. / It looks like a part of the table moved. / I touch the part that moved. / Its surface wrinkles a bit... / I try to get a hold of the wrinkle. / Your hand accidentally raises a transparent layer. / I try to
penetrate it with my hand. / Your hand crashes the layer. You notice behind the layer there’s another transparent layer. The layers unite in bottom and left. / I’ll put my CV between the layers!

Anna Sailamaa: THE IDLE ONE

BLACK PEIDER DOES IT RIGHT (and precisely) AROUND THE CLOCK! 1. (Morning) 5. (Noon) 9. (Evening) 10. Your training is complete. Now show me how you do it! 12. BURP! 13. (Night) 16. Z

1. Hello? 3. Where are you? 5. It’s so cold out here. 6. And dark... 7. I’m more far than ever. 8. I might not know the way back.

Ville Pirinen: AMERICAN U.S. YANKEES OF AMERICA! 1. Yo, shitheads! Do you realize that everything sounds a whole lot better if you add the word ”American” to it? 2. Some examples: American Ninja, American Cyborg,
American Psycho. 3. But that shit is obvious! Of course cool stuff like ninjas or cyborgs sound even cooler if they are American. 4. But even totally lame stuff like tennis socks or Bors Jeltsin or Diarrhea or Klaus Meine of
Scorpions become extra great with ”American”. 5. American tennis socks! American Boris Jeltsin! American Diarrhea! American Klaus Meine of Scorpions! 6. They should add American to the name of their country, too.
AMERICAN UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

3. Tickets, please! 4. May I see your ticket, Sir? 5. Well, uh, my mom has been ill and... I... 6. Outrageous! You must pay an extra FEE! 7. Put your PANTS down! 9. NEXT STOP SÖRNÄINEN!

1. Happy birthday to my favourite student! 2. Thank you so much Miss Missy! / It’s also nice that you killed that nazifaggot shithead principal! 3. Mmm... Oh yeah! 4. <SLAP>
5. Stop your daydreaming son and concentrate! 6. Yes sir! 7. I just wish so much that this situation would be the opposite! / <The end>

HOW TO MAKE CARTOONS, LESSON 234 1. On the left we have your ordinary run-of-the-mill cartoon of somebody shooting heroin. Nothing funny about that, right? 2. But make it Jesus Christ and you have pure comedy
gold. If you have mundane situation turn your character into Jesus Christ and it’s guaranteed laugh riot! 3. (3rd annual finger-biting contest) / We have a winner! / It’s okay. There’s always next year! 4. You’ll get these
back when people are done looking at this cartoon! 5. Believe me, I’ve tried it with everyone I know, but I’ve never been able to fit ANYONE in my mouth... 6. I just don’t understand today’s youth and their fascination
with multiple beverages coming out of their nipples... We only had one when we were growing up, and that was enough! 7. When we saw the dropping of the ball on TV, we didn’t realize that they didn’t actually drop a
ball off a building. / (2011) 8. I never use these anymore. You can have them. / Old man Farley was always generous. 9. Thanks, but a man can only handle so many buttocks at any given time. 10. We don’t take kindly to
people what stand on boxes in these here parts! 11. I’ve invited you here because I’m THIS close to coming up with a new swear word! 12. You got a call! / Not only are people always playing practical jokes on me, but
they’re always stupid... 13. I’m afraid you have a bad case of susutnosa, or in layman’s terms, a pig for a nose. 14. Your tongue must be at least 3 inches to be admitted beyond this point. (15. THESE CARTOONS SUCK! /
I’m sorry, I thought you were a duck! / My feet fell off! Don’t yours? / 1004 pickles, 1005... / No, you don’t start with the thousands! / He still has his tag, let’s kill him! / Deconstruction for dummy-heads)

Insightful moments gained amidst SCATHING TIMES 1. Stomp! 5. Stamp! 11. Thump! / Thump! 13. I’m tired! / Let’s sleep!

SHIT HAPPENS - Featuring Andy Animal - 100% true crime story (You better not draw a comic strip about this!) 2. It was the fall of 2007 and somehow I had fallen in to the role of ”road manager” for a touring rock
group. / London, England. 3. Many memorable things happened during this time. None more so than the following tale... / I need dough for the bus. / Yeah Spivs, ’sup with the per diems? 4. Hey, I never got a per
diem? / Sniff, sniff... 5. Someone smells like shit! / Damn Andy... / Fuck off jerk! / Ha! / Check yourself. 6. Whoah Andy it is you! / OH FUCK! / You sat in shit! 7. The remainder of the ride was spent on opposite
sides of the bus... / HOLY SHIT! / Talk about bad luck. 8. ... And those who ventured to the upper deck were instantly repelled. / What the fuck? / This is awful! / Agh! ’Wot the hell happened ’ere?! / It’s all over
the bloody seat! 9. Throughout all of this, I gotta say that the guy took it pretty well, I know that I wouldn’t have been able to shake it off so easily. / Glad I smuggled some drugs in to this fucked up country...
/ (Discarded jacket) 10. The stench followed the poor guy around for the rest of the day... / That had to be dog shit. / I don’t know. / Smelled human. / And the debate continued... 11. Later, down the pub... /
Oi mates, hows’ the tour going? / Animal sat in shit. / Human shit. / It’s the human shit tour. / And so, that’s how the story ended, or so we all thought... 12. Epilogue: back in NYC a couple months later a letter
arrives from the UK... / ! / (Train defecator narbed!!) / (Suspect says: defecated on trains to purge himself of urge to kill.) / ? / Apologies to A. Animal and all victims of the TRAIN DEFECATOR.

OH GOD! YES, ”I’M JUST THE BAT-KEEPER HERSELF” 2. AHAHAH!! 3. Yes, the bats!!! ... I keep ’em. 4. Proud? Indeed I am. Safe & sound in a pine box, yah! / Neh? 5. Night falls / Flaps erupt 6. Sometimes I even lie
out, cold & alert, to watch them slap moons. / Eek / Eek 7. ZZZZZ / I picture them tomorrow morning: packed tight into the ”bat-haus”... 8. Other times I’ll don my gear: / ”Net” / ” Hazard cap” / ”Sponge” / ”Snacksack” / ”Lure meat” 9. I go out in the tall grass, catchin’ bugs. 10. These winged fiends, fried & kabobified, will feed the bats for an entire week. 11. Spare bat-pee is collected in mason jars before the dew sets. / I
sell it for high coin on the web to three foreign investors & my sick-fool uncle, an avid fan & active camper. Bless them, eu gott, amend! - Jesse McManus

Your recent zine, whose title is... / The title is context-specific. / What is the title in the context of this interview? / No, that is the title. / What is the title? / The title is context-specific. / I understand this zine was made by opening and closing a photocopier as it made copies. / Yes,
originally the idea was to make a score. / Lift the photocopier door as you breath in. / Close as you breath out. / But I found that the photocopier seemed to have its own breath. / Why didn’t you make a score? / The beauty of the score, as I understand, is the tension between the
organic & the mechanical. / To participate in a score is to become an instrument. / I have a vivid memory of being at a rave on mushrooms. / The techno was a maternal hearthbeat & enveloped everyone. / The rhythm was tyrannical / de-humanizing / liberating! / I’m afraid we
are getting sidetracked. / I am attempting the opposite of a score - I am attempting to play the photocopier as a musician would play an instrument. / So instead of composer you have elected to... you have chosen the role of musician. / Yes... exactly. / Thank you, Brook. / Thas was
Brook Winters, author of the title is context specific. / Our next guest is Hall Hassi, founder of the publishing house Sex Tape Zines. / It’s good to be here. / Tell us a little about Sex Tape Zines. / The motivation behind STZ was economic. / We needed a photocopier for other reasons
and STZ provided the financial means of doing so. / Obviously you share a lineage with The Fuck Tapes of the 60’s... / There is a political element of Fuck Tapes that we find funny, yes, but our lineage comes from webcam culture. / Or more specifically, camwhore culture. / You
started STZ as an on-site operation but recently you have released zines that were recorded around the world. / Anyone can release content through our brand provided they follow our guidelines. / Our goal is to embed ourselves in every zine friendly subculture. / You’ve received
a lot of attention for depictions of cocaine usage. What sort of legal issues get brought up? / Cocaine was integral to our image from the beginning, simply because it is an aesthetic match for the photocopier as window. / Surprisingly, we’ve had no legal issues whatsoever. / What is
the future for STZ? / We will have a satellite company embedded within a subsidiary of American Aparell within the year. / One of our authors has created an LGBT themed show that will debut on own this fall. / Looking forward to that, Hall Hassi... It’s been a pleasure.

THE FLIGHT OF CONNIE HAWKINGS - A hard luck story 2. Pittsburgh, late 1960s / BBBBrrring! 3. O’Brien here. / Jim, it’s Gabe Rubin. / Heya Gabe, how’s the porno biz? / Adult art films, Jim. Listen... 4. You probably heard about this, but I just bought a team in this new basketball
league called the A.B.A. Figured you’d have some leads on local talent. 5. Sure. Connie Hawkins is your guy, if you can get him. / Who’s he? / Could be a true great one... 6. ”... Or coulda been.” / ”He’s from Bed-Stuy Brooklyn. Had a great rep in the streetball scene, and took his
high school to the city title.” 7. ”Then in college he caught a bum rap in a point-shaving scandal.” / Where you think yer goin’ kid? 8. ”They never proved a thing, but the NBA commissioner made it known that ”The Hawk” was persona non grata once he was ready to go pro.”
9. ”So he played in the rinky-dink American Basketball League here in Pittsburgh.” / ”But that whole operation went kaput 14 games into season 2.” 10. ”He was a Harlem Globetrotter for a bit, but that’s just a circus show.” / This ain’t real basketball. 11. ”Now he’s playing in
something called The Young Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association!” 12. ”So he’s 27, married with kids, taking care of his wife’s mentally ill brother.” / ”Some life for the guy who was gonna be basketball’s next big thing.” 13. So I guess the good news for you is he’s still in
Pittsburgh and needs work. 14. ... So I signed “The Hawk” and he was a dream. 15. I don’t break the laws of gravity, I’m just slow to abide by them! / “I swear he could jump from beyond the freethrow line and dunk.” 16. “He took my Pipers to the championship in the ABA’s 1st
year.” 17. “The ABA was a real colorful league, different from the way basketball had been played up to that point.” 18. “But when the NBA finally lifted the ban on Hawkins, he left us for the more prestigious league...” / See ya, suckers!” / “... and lots more dough.” 19. But you
know... years later I heard the funniest thing... 20. “Hawk was a made man, an NBA star, and before a little summer exhibition game, he was seen giving his coach a hundred dollar bill.” 21. “Then after the game, the coach hands it back to him.” / Thanks for holding that, coach. /
Good game, guys. 22. Sure, I got money in the bank, but this way I know that no matter what happens, I got this hundred at least. 23. I guess if you came from a tough neighborhood, and had been through everything Connie had, that’s just how you thought about things.

CALIFORNIA 2. Dec 19th, 2009 / A big blizzard stormed down on New York. 3. But Ron and I swapped my Brooklyn apartment for a house on top of Mt. Washington in Los Angeles. 4. I go jogging in nearby Elyria Canyon, mostly
deserted except for coyotes and rapists. / Why don’t you just admit it’s all over / She’s just the girl you want 5. You always hear about joggers getting raped and killed in parks. This is because we like to go in secluded places
and listen to loud music on our earbuds so we can’t hear anyone sneak up on us. 6. I see it clearly - he catches me unawares, I’m too scared to scream, it doesn’t matter anyway, he has a madman’s superhuman strength, I’m
already a goner. 7. Other times, I fight back; I scratch and bite and kick and scream; I summon all my feminine rage and grab a stick or rock and bash his head with it. / Fucker 8. I don’t run for my physical health, though that’s a
lucky side effect. I run because I’m tortured inside. I run to soothe the violence in my mind, the depression, the panic, the disappointments, the shame, the frustration, the helplessness against time. 9. You could say I’m running
from something... though I’d rather think I’m running TOWARDS something. / Though I’m probably running just to stay in one place. 10. It seems like most of life is just maintenance, after all. / Did you make it to the post office
today? / Yeah, but I forgot my I.D. so I’ve gotta go back again. 11. But I’m maintaining, gratefully. / What are you doing out there? I’m starting the movie! / I’m just checking the doors again! / END

1. ROCK’N’ROLL OVERDOSE!! / The Pills / Rock! / Roll! 2. Toss! / Smash! / Yow! / Kick! / Jump! 3. SMEK!! 4. Stuff! / ZZZZTT! 5. Pills / Barf 6. The Pills fuggin’ rock!!

1. More than anything else, what Quinn liked to do was walk. 2. New York was a labyrinth of endless steps... 3. ... And no matter how far he walked, it always left him with the feeling of being
lost. 4. Each time he took a walk, he felt he was leaving himself behind. 5. By giving himself up to the streets, by reducing himself to a seeing eye, he was able to escape thinking. 6. All places
became equal, and on his best walks, he was able to feel that he was nowhere. 7. This was all he ever asked of things: to be nowhere. 8. New York was the nowhere he had built around
himself... 9. ... And he had no intention of ever leaving it again. - David Mazzucchelli and Paul Karasik

IN MY DREAM (taken from the anonymous author’s multi-volumed “Journal on Dreams”, notepad #17), I am floating through a vast void in a machine of some kind - some sort of mysterious transport. The
machine is very cramped; I have only a circular portal through which to see. I am wearing a pressurized suit and my beard has grown very long. Apparently I have been traveling a long time. / I say “void”,
because I don’t know where I am. Blackness surrounds me, but am I in outer space? Am I in the depths of a bottomless sea? / Or am I somewhere more abstract? Am I floating through an unanswerable
philosophical question? / The polite confusion of a dangling conversation? / An indecision? / Some psychological or spiritual chasm? / Am I in the heart of an argument between two dogs? / I have no idea. /
And this agonizing question plagues me; / I am filled with anxiety and distrust. / But the mortification is hollow and diffused. / Suddenly, before my dismal portal, I see something fast approaching out of the
ubiquitous vacuum... / ... And I remember: “Then the VOOM! It went VOOM!...” / “... and oh, boy! What a VOOM!” (Dr. Seuss) / And as the form draws ever nearer, and I begin to make recognition of what
approaches... / ... I start feeling peaceful, at last. / ... This was a good dream... / ... And I knew for the first time in my long, short life, that I was born exactly the right time. - Tim Lane

Esoteric book review: ”The Sea Priestess” by Dion Fortune

ANT COMIC 2. Why does everything have to be so tiny? 3. What?? / I’m serious. 4. I get so sick of this itty bitty lifestyle. 5. What are you talking about, man? / Forget it. 6. Soon... / Hey! 7. Hey! 8. Hey! / What are
you up to? 9. Well, I was TRYING to meditate. 10. Later... / Uhn / Uhnn / Uhh / Uhn 11. Uhn / Unn 12. Go fish. / Dumb tiny cards. 13. The next day / But what do you MEAN? 14. You keep saying ”It’s all so teensy”.
/ What does that mean? 15. NEVERMIND / I can’t explain.

Smoke Signal is published quarterly
by Desert Island, a comic and artists’ book
store in Brooklyn. Copies of the paper are
available for free in New York.
This issue is a special collaboration with
Kutikuti, who we have long admired.
They have edited the other half of this issue,
and it has been printed simultaneously
in both countries and in both languages.
Thank you, Kutikuti folks, for your
efforts in translating and comicmaking and editing!
We’re always looking for new work for
Smoke Signal, although selection is
highly competetive. If you want to
send something for consideration, please
check out the technical specifications
on our website and fire away. We will
always respond, although it may take
several months.
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The end?

For more information about all of the above:
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No way!

Special thanks to all of our amazing contributors.

Flip over the paper
to begin reading KUTI
from our friends in Finland.
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